Introduction
The name of Evgeny Pashukanis, the Bolshevik jurisprudent, is linked umbilically to the so-called commodity form theory of law. In his Law and Marxism Pashukanis develops a general theory of law which turns upon the relationship between the commodity form and the legal form. The fundamental postulates of the general theory are, firstly, that the legal form is the analytical fulcrum of the general theory of law, and secondly, that the commodity form is the key to the analysis of the legal form. Law and Marxism, which first appeared almost ninety years ago, continues to occupy pride of place in the Marxist analysis of the law. Indeed, if there is a classical Marxist theory of law it is the so-called commodity form theory of law.
1
The name of Nils Christie, the Norwegian criminologist, features foremost in any consideration of the theoretical foundations of the restorative justice movement. In his seminal Conflicts as Property he proposed a theory of criminal justice which since has come to be identified constitutionally with restorative justice. Despite the fact that it makes no express reference to restorative justice, Conflicts as Property is easily the most quoted single piece in the extensive corpus of restorative literature.
It is considered to be "classic" and "paradigmatic" 2 and its arguments have achieved the status of "a modern orthodoxy amongst RJ 3 supporters". 4 Before any other work, it may be considered to contain the fundamental theoretical premises of restorative justice.
5
This contribution constitutes a hypothetical engagement of sorts between Pashukanis and Christie. It proceeds from the two-handed premise that Pashukanis is the premier Marxist theoretician of law and that Christie is the doyen of restorative justice theory. The primary objective of the essay is to develop a Pashukanist perspective on the theory of restorative justice, and it seeks to achieve this objective by reading Christie's theoretical insights against the core propositions of the commodity form theory of law.
Pashukanism in brief
For Pashukanis, the Marxist general theory of law had to be a theory of the legal form. Of course, he was alive to the class content of law. However, he warned about the inadequacy of a content-driven theory of law and was concerned to comprehend why legal relations take the form they do. 6 In other words, his project was to analyse law qua law. Thus he provides a form-based delineation of the Marxist general theory:
The general theory of law may be defined as the development of the most fundamental and abstract juridical concepts, such as 'legal norm', 'legal relation', 'legal subject' and so on. 7 and concludes that: "The subsequent major influence of Christie's paper would have been predicted by very few of those who first heard it. It was initially regarded as an extremely interesting intellectual argument, but one that was unlikely to have much subsequent practical impact. How wrong first impressions can be!" Even Braithwaite Restorative Justice and Responsive Regulation 11, the most prolific writer on restorative justice, considers Christie's to be "the most influential text of the restorative tradition". 5 Christie's is a theory of comprehensive, as opposed to partial, restorative justice. Partial restorative justice is a pale fraction of comprehensive restorative justice. Whereas the latter was conceptualised as an alternative to criminal justice, the former has been fashioned as an adjunct thereto. Comprehensive restorative justice represents a radical departure from and a decisive theoretical rupture with the established presumptions and practices of criminal justice. Throughout this essay, any unqualified reference to restorative justice should be understood as a reference to the comprehensive version.
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The Marxist general theory of law had to take the legal form seriously. Indeed, it had to be constructed in terms of the legal form, for without recourse to the morphology of law, the nature of law itself remains a mystery. 8 Pashukanis discerned that the elaboration of the general theory of law had to be derived from the fundamental categories of Marxist political economy, and in particular the commodity. 9 He proposed that the attributes of the commodity held the key to the materialist analysis of the legal form, declaring his "basic thesis" to be that "the legal subject of juridical theories is very closely related to the commodity owner".
10
Both the commodity and the commodity owner make their appearance with the world-historic transition from production for use to production for exchange. Both are born of the triumph of exchange value over use value as the motif of human production. They come into existence when the raison d'être of human labour shifts from its aboriginal concern with use and sustenance to the historical artifice of exchange and market transactions. Pashukanis understood, as did Marx before him, that law was the necessary concomitant of the development of the commodity economy. Custom had been adequate to regulate social relations within the natural economy; law was required to deal with the social relations of the exchange economy.
At the same time, therefore, that the product of labour becomes a commodity and a bearer of value, man acquires the capacity to be a legal subject and a bearer of rights.
11
In other words, the legal form was the homologue of the commodity form, both emerging from the break-up of the natural economy. The historical process whereby production for exchange superseded production for use was simultaneously the process whereby legal relations supplanted customary relations. It was Marx who had originated the notion of a symbiosis between commodity and legal forms and of the process of commodity exchange presupposing the transfiguration of commodity owners into legal subjects, each invested with the same bundle of rights:
It is plain that commodities cannot go to market and make exchanges of their own account. We must, therefore, have recourse to their guardians, who are also their owners … In order that these objects may enter into relation with each other as commodities, their guardians must place themselves in relation to one another, as persons whose will resides in these objects, and must behave in such a way that each does not appropriate the commodity of the other, and part with his own, except by means of an act done by mutual consent. They must therefore recognise in each other the rights of private proprietors. This juridical relation … is but the reflex of the real economic relation between the two. It is this economic relation that determines the subject-matter comprised in each such juridical act. 12 Miéville 13 is right to identify this passage by Marx as crucial to the general theory of law formulated by Pashukanis. In it Marx demarcates precisely the material conditions of the evolution of the legal subject as bearer of rights. Importantly, the exchange economy is predicated upon the principle of equivalence. In other words, it is structured in terms of relations of equality between commodity owners, and such equality is achieved when the commodity owner is endowed with legal subjectivity. Thus, the development of exchange relations depends upon the juridification of human relations. Juridification is the dividing line between exchange and appropriation. Marx 14 explains:
Although individual A feels a need for the commodity of individual B, he does not appropriate it by force, nor vice versa, but rather they recognise one another reciprocally as proprietors, as persons whose will penetrates their commodities. Accordingly, the juridical moment of the Person enters here … No one seizes hold of another's property by force. Each divests himself of his property voluntarily.
Thus, in the exchange economy the legal subject is the alter ego of the commodity 12 Marx Capital 88. 13 See Miéville Between Equal Rights 87.
14 Marx Grundrisse 243. owner, and the legal form is the necessary copula of the commodity form.
15
In world-historic terms, juridification, or the transformation of human relations into legal relations, is synchronised with commodification, or the transformation of the products of human labour from use values into exchange values. In this regard, rights in law are homologous to value in political economy. Both pivot upon equalisation and both are central to the demise of the natural economy and the development of the commodity economy. Thus, Pashukanis 16 concludes that:
The legal relation between subjects is simply the reverse side of the relation between products of labour which have become commodities.
In terms of the Marxist general theory of law, then, the nature of the commodity holds the key to the nature of law, and the juridical as the site of equality is indispensable to the smooth operation of the market as the site of commodity exchange. In a word, the legal subject is the juridical correlate of the commodity owner, and the legal form is the commodity form juridified.
The capitalist mode of production, as a mode of generalised commodity production and exchange, is the apogee of the commodity economy. Indeed, the commodity is the elemental cell of the market economy, and concentrates in itself all the elements of capitalist social relations of production. Unsurprisingly, then, the legal form attains the apex of its development and the legal subject comes of age under capitalism.
And whereas law began its evolution in the pre-capitalist epoch, mature law is categorically bourgeois law. 17 The bourgeoisie is the only ruling class in history which has embraced a juridical worldview, comprehending law to be the organisational axis of human relations. 18 The juridical world outlook is the ideological expression of the political economy of the commodity and is the most appropriate ideational expression of the class interests of the bourgeoisie. It was, according to Engels, the 15 Pashukanis Law and Marxism 38-39 readily acknowledged his debt to Marx. 16 Pashukanis Law and Marxism 85. 17 See Pashukanis See Engels "Lawyers' Socialism" 598.
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theological worldview secularised. 19 It enabled the bourgeoisie to present the commodification and sale of labour-power as transactions between legal equals. The economic exploitation and political oppression of the proletariat were secreted behind their juridical forms of equality and right.
In sum, the Pashukanist general theory of law is a theory of law as form. It derives the legal form from the commodity form and comprehends legal subjectivity as the crucial juridical criterion of the commodity economy. It identifies the juridification of social relations with the development of capitalism and considers bourgeois law to be the apotheosis of the evolution of law as form. Felony can be seen as a particular variant of circulation, in which the exchange relation, that is the contractual relation, is determined retrospectively, after arbitrary action by one of the parties.
26
A crime is a unilateral rejection of the principle of equivalence. It is not an act of exchange but of appropriation in which the offender strong-arms the victim into a relation which is completely one-sided. In this sense, a crime may be comprehended as an attack upon the legal form itself.
The offender wishes to operate outside the parameters of the legal form. The criminal law exists to ensure that the offender does not enjoy the fruits of his violation of the principle of equivalence. It deploys the power of the state to negate the power which the offender enjoys in relation to the victim, and to secure reciprocation for the victim from the offender. To this end, the offender is put to terms ex post facto. He has had his satisfaction. Now, in the face of the power of the state, he is constrained to perform his side of a bargain which he has imposed arbitrarily upon his victim. The crime has desecrated the principle of equivalence.
The criminal law operates to rescue the principle by construing the crime as a contractual obligation which the offender has to meet retrospectively.
For Pashukanis, punishment is the means by which the offender's infringement of the principle of equivalence is countermanded. The criminal sanction is the performance due by the offender under the enforced contract which he has concluded with the victim. If crime is the violation of the principle of equivalence then punishment is its vindication. The offender has to pay for the harm he has caused, and the payment must be commensurate with the degree of harm suffered by the victim. In this context, the criminal sanction becomes "a form of exchange, a peculiar form of circulation, which has its place alongside 'normal' commercial circulation". Historically, the form of punishment in which criminal justice has summated is imprisonment, that is, the exchange of a determinate portion of the offender's freedom, measured in time, for the harm his crime has caused the victim. 28 The prison sentence is the embodiment of equivalence in punishment and is an extrapolation of that attribute which is at the heart of the value of every commodity, namely, labour time. In the same way as the value of a commodity is determined by abstract human labour time, so the criminal sanction in the commodity economy is delineated in terms of deprivation of abstract freedom for a designated period of time. 29 The prison term is the penal materialisation of the principle of equivalent requital. 30 It is the paradigmatic means by which the state is able to recover the juridical relation which the crime has infracted, and to secure the preservation of the legal form. The other forms of punishment (from the suspended sentence and periodical imprisonment, through the fine and property forfeiture, to correctional supervision and community service) are themselves also different expressions of the principle of equivalence. All are exchange transactions of one form or another, their principal differences relating to the extent to which they make patent the nexus between the penal regime and the commodity. The form of the criminal sanction is thus of little consequence. The essence of each form, whether custodial or noncustodial, is given by the principle of equivalent requital.
31
From a Pashukanist perspective, both crime and punishment are thus as much subject to the principle of equivalence as is contract law or any other branch of private law. Such is the intended reach of the general theory of law. holds that: "Public law regulates the relations between the state and public institutions, and between these and the citizens; it serves to execute and protect private or civil law by means of the power of the state. The foundation of all these relations is still legal subjectivity and the recognition of the legal capacity of man, which give the relations of domination a general form."
substantially the same way as it governs contract. 33 In other words, crime and punishment are subject to exactly the same juridical imperative as any legal transaction, namely, the principle of equivalence.
The Christie thesis
The notion that conflicts are forms of property is, needless to say, the centrepiece of Christie's argument. 34 He constructs an aboriginal state of ownership in relation to conflicts, positing that every conflict begins its existence as the property of the parties who are directly involved in its creation. It belongs to them. However, precisely because they are forms of property, conflicts are capable of being stolen.
Theft of conflicts is widespread in our "industrialised large-scale society". 35 The original owners are dispossessed routinely of their conflicts, mainly by professional thieves but also by structural thieves.
36
Crimes fall within the purview of the Christie thesis in the sense that the conflict generated by the criminal conduct of the offender is valuable as property. Offender and victim are co-owners of the crime in which they are involved. It is their natural property and thus valuable to them. But it is also under constant threat of being appropriated. The main threat is posed by professional thieves in the form of lawyers and agents of the state who intervene to take or define criminal conflicts away from the original owners. The conflicts are either appropriated by lawyers or transformed into non-conflicts by treatment personnel. 37 The point is that valuable property is either stolen or destroyed, and in both cases lost to its rightful owners.
The result is an insoluble crisis of criminality, because the parties best equipped to solve it are disregarded as parties. supposedly designed to resolve and prevent crime, itself has been constructed on the basis of the crime of theft. In other words, the criminal justice system is a product of the crisis of criminality it purports to solve. It is implicated in the crisis.
The answer to this crisis, according to Christie, is to put an end to the theft, both professional and structural, of criminal conflicts and to restore them to the possession of their true owners, who, as owners, have the capacity to resolve them in a way in which no surrogate can.
A different kind of justice
Christie contrasts the modern western pathology of criminality to the way in which pre-modern, non-industrialised societies perceive and resolve their internal conflicts.
He chooses Tanzania as an example, and proposes to "approach our problem from the sunny hillside of the Arusha province". 46 He suggests that such societies are not plagued by the theft of criminal conflicts. They are structured in such a way as to 45 Most commentators focus upon the professional theft of conflicts in Christie's argument. The structural theft of these conflicts, which he analyses in some detail, is seldom if ever even acknowledged. This is unfortunate, because the structural thieves are as integral to his argument as are the professional thieves. Unlike so many of his followers, Christie appreciates the fact that human action invariably takes place within a determinate structural context. Structural theft is the milieu of professional theft. It is an analytical truism that the "industrialised large-scale society" which supplies the context of the Christie thesis is in fact contemporary capitalist society. And it is the structural theft of the property constituted by criminal conflicts which serves to locate his argument historically, in the socio-economic constitution of modern capitalism. Commentators who ignore or belittle the question of structural theft do Christie an injustice and can hardly claim to represent his position adequately. 46 Christie 1977 British Journal of Criminology 2.
allow the immediate parties to participate directly in resolving all conflicts that arise.
In other words, the segmentation which encourages the dispossession of the parties in modern societies does not exist in these societies. Also, there are no professionals to poach conflicts or to transform them into non-conflicts. All conflicts stay where they originated, with the parties who matter, to be resolved by them, with help from their fellows as and when necessary.
Christie offers us the Tanzanian example as proof of the existence of an alternative way of doing justice, which does not involve the arrogation of conflicts either by legal professionals or by the structure of society. He goes further. He sees in the Tanzanian case an argument for the abandonment of the concept of criminal justice as we know it, that is, as a statist system, in favour of a civil law approach to criminal conflict resolution. 47 He intimates that the solution to the crisis of criminality must involve a move away from the "modern criminal trial". 48 The criminal justice system is biased structurally against the parties to a criminal conflict, especially the victim. He suggests that the interests of the parties would be served best if, instead of having to endure the indignities of the "modern criminal trial", they were able to enlist the resources and norms of the civil law in the resolution of their conflict. Such a system would have to be anti-statist, in the sense that the state would have no role as agent and party or, at best, a minor role.
49
The Tanzanian model, then, is offered as the key to the resolution of the contemporary crisis of criminality which plagues capitalist society. However, Christie no doubt realised that the simplistic transposition of a model from one material environment to another was a recipe for failure, even disaster. Any transposition had to be grounded theoretically, and had to be justifiable in relation to the structure of the recipient society. He thus needed a concept which would make the adoption of Christie does not argue that the Tanzanians conceive of their conflicts as property.
However, he does argue that the Tanzanian case constitutes a participatory "happy happening" compared with the dull, tedious and peripheral nature of the "nonhappening" that is the criminal trial in the western criminal justice system. 51 In other words, he does not posit, expressly at any rate, any necessary historical connection between conflicts as property and courts as happenings. His construction of conflicts as property is bounded by the structural specificities of capitalism. It appears that
Christie considers that in order to transform capitalist criminal justice into a happening, perhaps even a "happy happening", it is necessary to transform criminal conflicts into property.
In capitalist society participation is a scarcity. 52 The notion of criminal conflicts as property is, according to Christie, the key to resurrecting participation and reconstructing criminal justice as the "happy happening" it ought to be. community, all of whom are side-lined habitually by the professional and structural theft of their conflicts.
Victims of crime become victims of the criminal justice system when they are dispossessed of their conflicts by lawyers in the form of state prosecutors and are prevented from participating meaningfully in their own cases. 54 Victims thus need to be reinstated as parties proper in the criminal justice system. But, according to Christie, the victim as owner is a precondition for the victim as agent. In other words, victims will return to the centre of the criminal justice process only if the conflicts into which they have been drawn involuntarily are treated as their property, at least in part, to dispose of according to an arrangement which is negotiated by them, and not on their behalf by the state or its functionaries.
55
Christie reckons that the conquest of victimhood requires that victims be guaranteed substantive proprietary rights in the conflicts which have rendered them victims.
Ultimately, he wants to see the establishment of a system of neighbourhood courts which are victim-oriented. The neighbourhood court would be a site:
where the victim's situation was considered, where every detail regarding what had happened -legally relevant or not -was brought to the court's attention. Particularly important here would be detailed consideration regarding what could be done for him, first and foremost by the offender, secondly by the local neighbourhood, thirdly by the state.
56
All of this would be possible if the crime victim were transformed, via his ownership of his conflict, from an object into a subject of the criminal justice process. The offender gets a possibility to change his position from being a listener to a discussion -often a highly unintelligible one -of how much pain he ought to receive, into a participant in a discussion of how he could make it good again. The offender has lost the opportunity to explain himself to a person whose evaluation of him might have mattered. He has thereby also lost one of the most important possibilities for being forgiven.
The offender, as begetter of the conflict, is given a stake in its resolution. He is invited to possess it as his own so that he can make a material contribution to righting that which he has disturbed. The offender is offered the chance to demonstrate the resolutive value of his proprietary rights in the conflict by applying them to the construction of a restorative response. The proprietary theory of criminal conflict thus is offered as the salvation of both the victim and offender.
However, whereas victims are presumed to be willing proprietors, Christie accepts that offenders may be reluctant owners who "are perfectly willing to give away their property right to the conflict". 58 However, he believes that an offender does not have the right to give away, deny, abandon or abrogate his proprietorship of his conflict. 59 It is his, permanently and indissolubly. It is inalienable. If needs be, the offender must be compelled to act as the owner and to participate in the resolution of his conflict, "quite independently of his wishes". 60 He will be an active owner, whether he likes it or not. He has no choice in the matter. He will be impressed into the making of a happening.
For Christie, criminal law as practised in the western world has "reduced the victim to a nonentity and the offender to a thing". 61 He seeks a criminal justice which is structured in terms of agency for both victims and offenders. To this end he refers us to the pre-industrial legal culture of village Tanzania as the representative of a system of conflict resolution which takes seriously the cares and concerns of the immediate parties. In such a system, both victim and offender come into their own. radically different from that which we have in contemporary capitalist society. He is urging a system which is structured in terms of the concerns and expectations of the parties who are directly involved in the criminal episode, namely, the victim, the offender and the community. As already intimated, Christie champions a system of neighbourhood courts. In addition to being victim-oriented, these courts should also be lay-oriented.
The ideal is clear; it ought to be a court of equals representing themselves. When they are able to find a solution between themselves, no judges are needed. When they are not, the judges ought also to be their equals. It seems, then, that Christie subscribes to a hybrid notion of conflicts as property.
The nature of the conflict as property is dependent upon the relevant owner. Christie identifies three co-owners: the victim, the offender and the community. A criminal conflict is private property insofar as it belongs to the victim and offender. It is not private insofar as it is community property, belonging to the system of neighbourhood courts which Christie proposes.
On the face of it, the notion that a criminal conflict, as property, is simultaneously private and not private appears contradictory, even illogical. The conventional notion of property in the capitalist world is that it is private and that its private nature entails the exclusion of all non-owners from asserting proprietary rights over it or deriving advantage from it without the consent of the owner. Christie's property postulate certainly does not accord with this conventional wisdom, and deliberately so. His thesis is founded upon a proprietary form which is non-standard in the capitalist context, namely, common property. The notion that a criminal conflict is both community property and that it is the property of the victim and offender refers to a species of property which goes beyond the classic capitalist concept of property as private. 71 Christie's apparent vacillation between conflicts as private property and neighbourhood property is an expression of the view that, under capitalism, common property too is an individual right. In other words, the common property which
Christie envisages continues to be governed by the credo of capitalist individualism, in the sense that individuals have enforceable rights in it. Thus, whereas a criminal conflict may be the common property of the community, the victim and offender each stands as individual proprietor in relation to it. The criminal sanction amounts to an imposed equivalence, backed by the power of the state. As Pashukanis Law and Marxism 176-177 shows, it is the power of the state which stands behind the construction of the crime as a contract made by the offender, whether he intended it or not, and whether he wants it or not. It is in the face of the might of the state that the offender has no choice but to uphold his part of the bargain which he has thrust upon the victim unilaterally.
74
The regular resort in many jurisdictions to negotiated criminal justice in the form of the so-called plea bargain does not undermine this proposition. Contrariwise, the plea bargain, in name and process and content, is a dispositive device which endorses the Pashukanist notion of a crime as a retrospective contract and which renders visible the homologous relation between the legal form and the commodity form under capitalist conditions. of production have the effect of robbing people of crucial components of their human potentialities. People are estranged from one another, from the products of their labour and from themselves. The conditions of capitalist production and reproduction require that we be atomised psychologically, and that our relations with our fellow human beings be constructed according to our place in the division of labour, as determined by the exigencies of the world of generalised commodity production. In practice, this entails that we live our lives at an emotional distance from our fellows, in a one-dimensional universe, and that our social connections are denuded of human content. We are each of us reduced to an estranged abstraction of our potential selves.
75
When Christie describes the social segmentation which underlies the structural theft of conflicts, he is in effect describing the alienated social relations of the capitalist mode of production. He is not a Marxist and does not rely upon the concept of the mode of production as an analytical tool. Also, he prefers to comprehend the modern capitalist social divisions in caste rather than class terms, and within the caste system he foregrounds biological age over socio-economic factors. But he consciously links the theft of criminal conflicts to the structure of contemporary society. He tells us that it is the (capitalist) social structure which is responsible, in part at least, for the theft of criminal conflicts. This is a crucial insight, for it implies a crucial question: can halting the theft of criminal conflicts and hence solving the crisis of criminality occur within the structural parameters of our society? We shall return to this issue later.
For Pashukanis, the legal form is the materialisation of the relations of commodity production, specifically of generalised commodity production. In other words, law
proper is an attribute of the capitalist mode of production; the pre-capitalist modes of production were all pre-legal societies in the sense that none of them evinced a juridical worldview. Every legal system proper is founded upon the fundamental idea of the legal subject, as bearer of legal rights and duties, who is the motor force of the legal relation. The legal subject begins as a commodity owner and acquires his 75 See Ollman Alienation 131-135. status as a subject in order to trigger the circulation of commodities. In other words, every legal subject is simultaneously a proprietor, at least of that unique valueproducing commodity, labour power. Legal subjectivity, then, comes into existence as the correlative of commodity exchange. It is, in this connection, an eminently private-law concept, structuring the circulation process according to the specificities, especially, of the law of contract and the law of property. The legal form is, in
Pashukanis's terms, the conjunct of the commodity form, and the legal subject the conjugate of the commodity owner. Juridification and commodification are complements, both diachronic and synchronic, of each other.
Christie does not make any reference to Pashukanis and his general theory of law.
Yet, the theory of restorative justice which Christie propounds is, in many respects, remarkably affined to Pashukanis's position. Christie does not share Pashukanis's critique of the legal form. But he does show a strong intuitive grasp of the place occupied by the process of commodification in the constitution of the legal form.
Christie, it will be recalled, is concerned with criminal justice in "industrialised largescale society" which, as already noted, amounts to a concern with capitalist criminal justice. And he argues for crimes in capitalist society to be redefined as non-material forms of property. However, given that capitalist society is a society of generalised commodity production governed by the legal regime of private property, it follows that Christie's argument for criminal conflicts to be comprehended as property forms may be taken as an argument for their commodification. 76 Certainly, in the context of capitalism, the process of commodification is the key to the transformation, literal or metaphorical, of criminal conflicts into forms of property.
Christie's conception of a comprehensive restorative justice which is free of the strictures and structures of the state is a revolutionary one in the context of the capitalist mode of production and its political exigencies. In this connection, his construction of criminal conflicts as property is an inspired piece of theorising. In the context of restorative justice it is the community to which the offender and victim, as owners, are accountable for the disposition of their criminal conflict. Its resolution is subject to community participation and supervision. However, it must be observed here that Christie does not conceive of the restorative community as a "mere" replacement for the state. His theory is properly anti-statist and allows no ready room for a sovereign public authority. It is true that community involvement imbues the restorative process with a public aspect, in the sense that it is open to public scrutiny and moderation. But that is not the same as having criminal dispositions decided by a public authority. Indeed, community participation in the restorative process is supposed to be an expression of the radically private character of that process. The community is able to become involved precisely because the state, as public power, has been ejected. If crime and punishment are to be dealt with in the concourse of the market, then the community is the market-place of restorative justice. It is the site where victim and offender, as men or women of property, as commodity owners, enter into an exchange transaction governed by the principle of equivalence according to which the market is structured. In this regard, the community is, to misquote Marx, a very Eden of equality. See MacPherson Democratic Theory 126: "Modern private property is indeed subject to certain limits on the uses to which one can put it: the law commonly forbids using one's land or buildings to create a nuisance, using one's goods to endanger lives, and so on. But the modern right, in comparison with the feudal right which preceded it, may be called an absolute right in two senses: it is a right to dispose of, or alienate, as well as to use; and it is a right which is not conditional on the owner's performance of any social function." The organic relationship between law and property seems to have been patent to most earlier political philosophers. Thus, for example, Bentham Theory of Legislation 113 says: "Property and law are born together and die together. Before laws were made there was no property; take away laws, and property ceases." The arguments of both Christie and Pashukanis thus are wellgrounded in the history of political philosophy.
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There are, of course, major differences between Pashukanis and Christie, which will be discussed below.
81
See notes 2 and 4 above.
impressive in that he reached his conclusions, which are demonstrably Pashukanist in so many respects, without any overt reliance upon the analytical resources of Marxism.
Christie's accord with the Pashukanist perspective encompasses not only the concept of crime but also that of punishment. Although Conflicts as Property contains nothing of substance in respect of the analysis of punishment, Christie's subsequent Limits to Pain makes it clear that he understands fully the principle of equivalent requital which founds the capitalist penal regime. Thus, he says:
In penal law, values are clarified through a gradation of inflicting pain. The state establishes its scale, the rank-order of values, through variation in the number of blows administered to the criminal, or through the number of months or years taken away from him.
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He understands also the connection between punishment and the commodity economy as an economy of labour time:
It is correct that our prisons are by and large filled with poor people. We let the poor pay with the only commodity that is close to being equally distributed in society: time. Of course, the commodity is at the heart of every exchange relation and would have had to be central to the Pashukanist comprehension of restorative justice also. anticipates that the next historical era in the evolution of human society will be a post-legal one. 86 Christie, by contrast, displays no discomfort with or antipathy to the notion of the juridical, and takes the legal form for granted as an aspect of human relations. What is more, his position entails the re-conceptualisation of criminal law as a direct materialisation of the commodity form, from which is derived the legal form. As noted above, his submission that criminal conflicts are forms of property amounts to an argument for the commodification of crime and punishment. Indeed, it is an argument for intensifying the process of commodification, with a view to transforming the criminal law landscape so that the interrelation between the legal form and the commodity form is manifest. This is the juridical approach par excellence. However radical Christie may be in relation to the conventional notion of criminal justice, such radicality does not extend to the legal form itself. He presumes its permanent existence and embraces it as a natural and inevitable dimension of human social organisation, past, present and future. The question of the historicity of the juridical falls outside the ambit of his theory. The future of the legal form does not feature in his theoretical formulations. This is a crucial omission which, as will become clear later, imports into the restorative justice project a quite disabling contradiction.
The second significant divergence between Pashukanis and Christie concerns their approaches to the fundamental juridical notion of legal subjectivity. It will be recalled that Pashukanis seeks the genesis of legal subjectivity in the commodity economy,
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For Pashukanis Law and Marxism 133, "the legal form only encompasses us within its narrow horizon for the time being. It exists for the sole purpose of being utterly spent."
and specifically in the imperatives of commodity exchange. For him, the legal form is a homologue of the commodity form, with the former being the ideal superstructural expression of the latter. Legal subjectivity is derivative. Its existence is stipulated by the perquisites of the commodity economy. The legal subject emerges as the actualisation of the commodity owner. They are similar in form but remain conceptually distinct, with the latter taking analytical precedence over the former.
Besides being historically given, the contingent character of legal subjectivity is prescribed also by the philosophical materialism which informs Pashukanis's general theory of law. Since the Marxist epistemology stipulates the juridical concepts to be superstructural categories, it follows that their analysis ought to proceed from the material conditions of their genesis and development.
Christie inverts Pashukanis, and hence the materialist premise. He begins with the legal subject and ends with the commodity owner. For him, legal subjectivity, if not a natural condition, is certainly a prior condition. Pashukanis derives legal subjectivity from the structure of the commodity economy, and hence the legal subject from the commodity owner, whereas Christie presumes the timeless legal subject and, in the conditions of "industrialised large-scale society", seeks to remake him as a proprietor, that is, as a commodity owner. In other words, the legal subject becomes a commodity owner by virtue of the commodification of the crime to which he is a party. The former determines while the latter is determined. Both victim and offender become owners because they are legal subjects. Christie thus proceeds from a presumption of legal subjectivity. Such a presumption associates the Christie thesis with philosophical idealism. Proponents of restorative justice are quick to proffer historical justifications for their project. Yet they make but little effort to uncover the historical origins of the foundational juridical concept of legal subjectivity. Christie, too, avoids this avenue of investigation and embraces the legal subject as a suprahistorical universal. Thereby he adopts a variant of the idealist postulate.
87 87 Christie comprehends the relationship between the legal subject and the commodity owner as an identity and not as a homology. He transforms the crime itself into property, collapsing the conceptual distinction between the legal subject and the commodity owner. This theoretical fabrication entails the most complete unity of the legal subject and the commodity owner.
The role of the state, as a public power, is the source of the third major item of contention between Pashukanis and Christie. Pashukanis analyses the criminal law as a branch of public law which is premised as securely, if not as obviously, as private law upon the exchange transactions of the commodity economy. He seeks to explain criminal justice on the basis of his general theory of law. He attempts to theorise the criminal law, as a public law phenomenon, in terms of the relationship between the legal form and the commodity form. As a Marxist, Pashukanis comprehends the necessity for the state to administer criminal justice in class society in general and capitalist society in particular. The public nature of crime and criminality is thus an issue for him only insofar as it needs to be harmonised with a theory of law which presumes the genesis of the legal form to be essentially "private". Pashukanis therefore takes as given the fact that the criminal law is public law, to which the state is necessarily a party. He accepts that in a commodity economy, criminal justice is perforce state justice. His concern is to develop his theory from its origins in private law to encompass also those branches of the law which are generally accepted to be public, foremost amongst which is criminal law.
In a word, Pashukanis's project in respect of crime and punishment is to discover and clarify the nature of the legal form, qua public law form, in the context of an economy of generalised commodity production. The capitalist state is an indispensable feature of this project.
Christie's theory of restorative justice is anti-statist. He advocates a radical reconstruction of the criminal justice system at the expense of the capitalist state, which is the prime protagonist in the current system. However, the capitalist state is the pre-eminent institution of the political organisation and social cohesion of the bourgeoisie as the ruling class. Its proposed eviction from the criminal justice system cannot be summary. Such a campaign has to be justified either in terms which affirm the social relations of production for which the capitalist state stands as
Commodification of the crime melds the subjectivity and proprietorship of each party. These attributes become definitively fused in the restorative process, to spawn the perfect subjectowner, for whom legal subjectivity and ownership are conterminous. The ambit of the idealist postulate is thus extended, to include the immortality of the commodity.
guarantor or in terms which anticipate the transcendence of these relations.
Christie opts for the former road. He never takes issue with the legitimacy of the capitalist mode of production or its structural attributes. He accepts as uncontroversial the existence and persistence of capitalist social relations of production. For him, one may say, capitalism is a given. It is a constant. When he postulates the transformation of criminal conflicts into property he means capitalist property. He is concerned only to question the legitimacy of the criminal justice system within the parameters of the capitalist system. He knows, as do most, that the state-centred criminal justice system has lost the bulk of whatever legitimacy it once may have enjoyed. He proposes to rekindle that legitimacy by shifting its locus from the state to property, from the public to the private. Like all proponents of restorative justice, Christie rejects retributionism. Indeed, antipathy to retributionism has acquired the status of an article of faith in the lore of restorative justice. Yet retributionism is the only conventional theory of punishment which embraces overtly the principle of equivalence, the self-same principle to which restorative justice is wedded theoretically. The restorative process and sanction are about restoring the status quo ante.
Supporters of restorative justice accept that, prior to the crime, the relationship between the offender and the victim was one as between two equal legal subjects. In other words, equivalence is the norm which the crime has disturbed and which the restorative process must reinstate. If retributionism is about equivalent requital, then restorative justice is about equivalent recompense. Thus, despite their supposed contradictions, there is much more that restorative justice shares with retributionism than the proponents of the former would care to admit.
say in the disposition of criminal matters. 89 This, of course, implies a radical break with criminal justice. It is his unambiguous anti-statism which separates Christie's restorative justice from conventional criminal justice (and from partial restorative justice). However, as will be argued later, it is this self-same anti-statism which constitutes perhaps the biggest obstacle to the success of the comprehensive restorative justice project.
Of course, as a Marxist, Pashukanis too is anti-statist. But whereas Christie objects to the state as a party to the criminal justice system and theorises restorative justice as privatised justice, Pashukanis understands the state to be a necessary party to capitalist criminal justice and hence that such justice is necessarily public justice.
Pashukanis's anti-statism is of a different order to Christie's in that he objects to the very existence of the state as a public authority in society. Christie advocates the demise of the capitalist state as a "stakeholder" in the criminal justice system; Pashukanis advocates the demise of the state as a social institution. The one wants to restrict the ambit of state power; the other wants to destroy it. The one accepts capitalist society but seeks to replace its criminal justice system; the other accepts the criminal justice system as a necessary aspect of capitalist society but seeks replace that society. as an "unqualified human good".
90
It is well known that Marxism is opposed not only to the capitalist state but to the state as an institutional dimension of human social relations. Marxism teaches that every state is a class state which is dedicated to the defence and reproduction of extant social relations of production. The capitalist state, whatever its form, is comprehended primarily as a bourgeois institution which is complicit in and is routinely in the van of the oppression and exploitation of the dominated classes, especially the working class. The classical Marxist attitude towards the capitalist state is that it must be destroyed by way of a working class revolution. Marxists anticipate that socialism will succeed capitalism and that the capitalist state will be replaced by a proletarian state, that is, the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie will yield to the dictatorship of the proletariat. However, the latter is conceived to be transitional in the sense that it is expected to wither away as society makes its world-historic transition to classlessness. it became necessary long ago to dismantle capitalism as a mode of production to prevent it from eventually plunging all humanity into social anarchy, economic bedlam and cultural barbarism. Christie demurs. Despite his concerns about the inequities which it has produced, he continues to believe that capitalism can offer equal opportunities to all. Despite his attack upon the role of the capitalist state in the criminal justice system, he continues to believe that the capitalist system is able to provide a justice which is properly responsive to human needs and concerns.
Despite his radicality, he shares the juridical worldview and continues to believe that capitalism is able to solve its own crises. In the end, Christie remains a true believer in the reformability of capitalism.
Needless to say, Marxism condemns such an attachment to the notion of a good capitalism on both political and philosophical grounds. It is a basic Marxist postulate that capitalism is class-riven and that every social change of any significance, including that which Christie would like to see, is rooted ultimately in the material conditions of class struggle. Christie takes a supra-class position and asks us to accept a conceptual transformation in the nature of criminal conflicts as the wellspring of a New Jerusalem of criminal justice. However, in the capitalist context, a general appeal which seeks to avoid class distinctions invariably becomes an appeal to the good sense of the ruling class.
Unfortunately, Christie reckons without the class sensibilities of the bourgeoisie. As a ruling class, the bourgeoisie does not care for schemes which make inroads into its power and prerogatives, as Christie's would. It has no patience for plans which would have it relinquish one of its most significant power bases in the hope of not losing society further "opportunities for norm-clarification". The bourgeoisie supports and promotes popular capitalism because it offers a method of implicating all classes directly in the affirmation of capitalist social relations of production and in the defence of the valorisation of capital. It will not do the same for restorative justice because it has little interest in creating "pedagogical possibilities". As the ruling class, it is concerned with prescribing norms for the dominated classes rather than with engaging them in a process of "norm-clarification". As a theory of comprehensive restorative justice (which it intends to be), Christie's is thus a practical non-starter. However, it is arguable that all partial restorative justice programmes amount to the partial implementation of Christie's thesis. In other words, it is possible to comprehend the conflicts which are resolved by these programmes in proprietary terms. Since they are mostly minor conflicts, they may be seen as forms of personal property which are not pivotal to the capitalist property regime, and thus may be removed without ado to the jurisdiction of restorative justice. I am indebted to Dirk van Zyl Smit for this insight.
96
Of course, partial restorative justice also posits a privatised justice within its sphere of operation.
Although it accepts the overall supremacy of public criminal justice, it does expect the state to withdraw from those areas of criminality which are designated for restoration. This partial privatisation is subsumed theoretically within the complete privatisation required by comprehensive restorative justice.
97
The first target of restorative justice is retribution. However, this is a strategic manoeuvre which derives from the theoretical commitment to privatisation. Retribution exemplifies the penal philosophy of statist justice. It is the natural target of choice for restorative justice.
98
Here the concept of private property must be understood in its extended version to include nonmaterial common property in which the co-owners enjoy individual rights. The same applies to private ownership.
incomprehensible. Once again, all roads lead to property.
In this connection, Christie's thesis is primordial. And its deficiencies notwithstanding, this thesis contains the key to a materialist understanding of the theoretical precepts of restorative justice. From the Marxist perspective, Christie's achievement has been to pierce the veil of appearance and reveal the material core of the doctrine of restorative justice to be a proprietary one. Justice can never be higher than right, and right, in the final analysis, as Marx reminds us, "can never be higher than the economic structure of society and its cultural development When the Bolsheviks came to power in the Soviet Union they quickly initiated a revolution in law which included a profound transformation of the criminal justice system. The first step of the revolutionary regime was to dismantle the pre-revolutionary courts and replace them with revolutionary People's Courts. The constitution and operation of the revolutionary courts evinced a discernible restorative flavour. Elements such as significant lay participation and powers, the rejection of retribution as the purpose of punishment and the ready reliance upon extra-legal factors in the resolution of legal disputes all may be comprehended as prefigurations of restorative justice. To be sure, Bolshevik criminal justice, as the criminal justice of the dictatorship of the proletariat, was eminently statist. But it also presaged the justice of a future communist society in which the state, as an institution of class rule, had withered into insignificance. The Bolshevik innovations in criminal justice portended a restorative justice which transcended the commodity form and its attendant principle of equivalence. For further discussion of the institutions of Bolshevik revolutionary justice see Berman Justice in the USSR 31; Stuchka "The Old and New Court" 187-189; Butler Russian Law [149] [150] [577] [578] [579] [580] [581] [582] [583] [584] [585] [586] [587] [588] capitalism and the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie. In other words, if our future justice is to be restorative, our future society would probably have to be socialist.
